
RUSSIA THRU G-TEAM EYES
Some of you have expressed that you would like a copy of the notes- Understand
that these are just my notes that were not intended for anyone else’s eyes so the
formatting is not as ‘professional’ as I feel they could be.  All of these entries can
be found in Goldilocks' posting room. None of this material was written by me. -
KYMMIB

MARCH 16–
Russia and Sanctions: What Happens Next? Compliance and Enforcement | Venable LLP -
JDSupra
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/russia-and-sanctions-what-happens-next-7306639/

(https://www.zawya.com/en/markets/fixed-income/ball-in-us-court-on-russian-eurobond-payment
s-russian-finmin-says-qf6jefnk)
Ball in U.S. court on Russian Eurobond payments, Russian finmin says

The economic cost of Russia's actions in Ukraine has been fully exposed as President
Vladimir Putin's sanctions-ravaged government teeters on the brink of its first
international debt default since the Bolshevik revolution.

Sanctions have cut Russia off from key parts of global financial markets and have frozen
nearly half of the country's $640 billion gold and foreign exchange reserves. Siluanov
said the block on its dollar account meant there were risks the payment would not reach
the final, intended recipients.

"The payment has reached the correspondent American bank," Siluanov said. "At the
moment the payment is being processed and we do not yet have reports on whether it
has gone through or not. It has not been cleared yet.
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has signed a virtual assets bill into law to legalize
cryptocurrencies in a country that is receiving millions in crypto donations for military and
humanitarian aid in its war against Russia.

The law determines the legal status for crypto assets and the market regulators — the National
Bank of Ukraine and the National Commission on Securities and Stock Market, the Ministry of
Digital Transformation said in a statement on Wednesday.

Foreign and domestic cryptocurrency service providers can operate with legal accounts in
Ukrainian banks under the law, the Ministry added in a tweet.

The finance ministry is also looking to amend the country’s Tax and Civil Codes to develop the
rrrrrrrdigital assets market

https://forkast.news/headlines/zelenskyy-legalizes-crypto-u

MARCH 17–
BREAKING NEWS FROM GOLD TELEGRAPH

RUSSIA AND CHINA ARE WORKING TO ESTABLISH COOPERATION BETWEEN THEIR
FINANCIAL MESSAGING SYSTEMS

“We all saw this coming… “  -G

Read: https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1504320716329693187?s=21

BREAKING NEWS

INDIA WILL STUDY THE IMPACT OF WESTERN SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA WHILE
DEVISING A PAYMENT MECHANISM TO SETTLE ITS TRADE WITH MOSCOW

Getting very interesting...

Read: https://mobile.twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1504463577297657860

MARCH 18–

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/18/2022 12:29 AM]
[Forwarded from Daniëlle Stotijn (Danielle Stotijn)]
Russia exited the Matrix first
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Russia is now financially almost completely free from the United States.

When Saddam Hussein announced in Iraq that he would no longer accept the US dollar for oil,
two months later the war broke out in Iraq and Saddam Hussein was murdered.

Many wars were started to preserve the American dollar. When Moammer Gaddafi created an
evaluated currency for Africa, Western military power went to Libya and assassinated Gaddafi.

Now Russia has finally broken the Petrol-Dollar (Fiat Money). The US is now in an existential
crisis and Europe will follow.
The dollar is (almost) bankrupt and the cry for regulation of cryptocurrencies by corrupt
governments show the corruption and mutiny within the organised financial system bodies like
the SEC revealing how Bitcoin and Ethereum are protected.

Russia has the ruble which is fully backed by gold. India, China and Russia have long had a
different monetary system apart from SWIFT.
Ripple is slowely revealing to be the new QFS it was promised and hoped by many XRP and
XLM long trusted believers.

It seems the time to flip the switch is very very close.
For so long we have speculated and predicted scenarios that would involve the Event.

And Russia know seems to lead the way out of the Matrix.
Leaving behind the corrupt financial system, the media, the internet.
Exposing the NWO, EU, US, NATO, the UN, CERN, the WHO, the CIA, the MOSSAD.
All one big snake pit, full of dark connected to each other up the evil pyramid of the Elite.
About to be taken down completely.

Russia is on it,s way to implement the free world outside the matrix of the Cabal that we have
been trapped in for centuries.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/18/2022 11:48 AM]
US Treasury to Allow Russia Bond Payment to Go Through in Dollars
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/bonds/us-treasury-allow-russia-bond-payment-go-thro
ugh-avoid-default-2022-3

thecradle.co (https://thecradle.co/Article/columns/7975)
Say hello to Russian gold and Chinese petroyuan
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The Russia-led Eurasia Economic Union and China just agreed to design the mechanism for an
independent financial and monetary system that would bypass dollar transactions

Substack (https://quoththeraven.substack.com/p/the-dominance-of-the-us-dollar-is)
The Dominance Of The U.S. Dollar Is Fading Right Before Our Eyes
Saudi Arabia joins Russia as the latest oil-backed nation to eye defecting from the U.S. dollar in
favor of China's Yuan.
https://quoththeraven.substack.com/p/the-dominance-of-the-us-dollar-is

GSI Exchange
(https://gsiexchange.com/the-russia-ukraine-war-will-create-a-new-world-financial-order/)
The Dominance Of The U.S. Dollar Is Fading Right Before Our Eyes
Saudi Arabia joins Russia as the latest oil-backed nation to eye defecting from the U.S. dollar in
favor of China's Yuan.
according to Credit Sui

Atlantic Council
(https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/econographics/internationalization-of-the-renmibi-via-
bilateral-swap-lines/)
Internationalization of the Renmibi via bilateral swap lines

Russia’s brutal war of aggression against Ukraine has triggered unprecedented sanctions
being imposed by the US, Europe and other countries on various Russian entities. The
most important measure so far is denying the Russian central bank—the Bank of Russia
(BoR)—access to most of its international reserves held in major world currencies at
Western central and commercial banks. This has prompted speculation about efforts by
some other countries to move their international reserves into currencies and institutions
perceived to be less vulnerable to possible US and Western sanctions. China and the
Renminbi (RMB) have featured prominently in the discussion. Against the current backdrop,
this article examines China’s approach to the internationalization of the use of the RMB
through a growing number of bilateral swap lines (BSLs) with countries around the world.

MARCH 19–
This war inside Ukraine has affected everything. Supply chains have been interrupted again.
Many countries are rerouting their shipping and signing new treaty agreements with other
countries to participate in new trade routes.
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Oil payments and energy transactions are moving the flow of money into other countries as we
speak. Many countries are taking a closer look at their currency reserves and realizing that the
demand for other currencies will give them more personal value going forward.

Technology and trade shifts the economic power into new venues. Banks are aligning
themselves with new and improved technological financial systems inside a digital asset
economy.

Transitions like these creates the need for gold as a safe haven asset even more important to
support emerging economies making their way into the global scene.

And now, Russia has a gold backed economy opening up inside their markets on Monday.
There is more than just a physical war going on at this time. We have a trade war and a
currency war that has created new alliances along the way.

This will slow global growth down and even downgrade many assets that once were important
and now will find themselves struggling going forward.

It is a movement into a golden era like none ever seen before in the history of our planet. Gold
will give our currency market more purchasing power that will elevate money velocity in the
markets again.
Watch the water.

MARCH 19–

ZeroHedge
(https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/what-does-china-do-dollar-thats-no-longer-risk-fre
e-buy-gold)

What Does China Do With A Dollar That's No Longer Risk-Free? Buy Gold?

The reason for this topic has to do with the Fed's unprecedented decision co confiscate
Russia's foreign currency reserves.

Not only was the action unprecedented, it was illegal.

The Federal Reserve Act mandates that the Federal Reserve conduct monetary policy "so
as to promote effectively the goals of maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate
long-term interest rates."

Nowhere does the act give the Fed the right or power to confiscate the reserves of
sovereign nations.
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But that is exactly what the Fed did.

If the Fed can do this to Russia, who else?

MARCH 20
[Forwarded from Intel Slava Z]
 India’s Central Bank is discussing a possible scheme of direct currency exchange with
Russia to expand trade amid the Western sanctions, The Financial Times reports. “Very soon I
think we'll get this [a rupee-ruble arrangement],”Dr A Sakthivel, president of the Federation of
Indian Export Organizations (FIEO), told FT.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/20/2022 3:29 PM]
[Forwarded from Intel Slava Z]
 India’s Central Bank is discussing a possible scheme of direct currency exchange with
Russia to expand trade amid the Western sanctions, The Financial Times reports. “Very soon I
think we'll get this [a rupee-ruble arrangement],”Dr A Sakthivel, president of the Federation of
Indian Export Organizations (FIEO), told FT.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/20/2022 5:46 PM]
Russia's biggest bank Sberbank gets permission to exchange crypto, as sanctions hobble dollar
transfers

https://www.google.com/url?rct=j&sa=t&url=https://www.businessinsider.co.za/russia-crypto-sber
bank-issue-and-exchange-sanctions-hit-forex-transfers-2022-3&ct=ga&cd=CAEYACoRNDU1Mj
A1MDgyMjI2NjQ2MTgyGjI4NmY2MWM0ZDI1ZDkwM2Q6Y29tOmVuOlVT&usg=AFQjCNHs9lC
__F294mMsIGdSfg1NR8UgLw

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/20/2022 6:04 PM]
Russia’s Sberbank Says Sanctions Limiting Some Forex Transfers in Russia and Abroad
https://www.theepochtimes.com/russias-sberbank-says-sanctions-limiting-some-forex-transfers-i
n-russia-and-abroad_4346094.html

Financial Express
(https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/five-firms-representing-brics-nations-ink-pact-to-mine
-gold/420404/lite/)
Five firms representing BRICS nations ink pact to mine gold
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Five players from BRICS nations inked agreement to develop the Kluchevskoye gold deposits
located in the Chita region of Russia at pre-production investment of $400-500 million.

Five players from BRICS nations today inked agreement to develop the Kluchevskoye
gold deposits located in the Chita region of Russia at pre-production investment of
$400-500 million.

The five players are SUN Gold Ltd, China National Gold Group Corp (China National
Gold or CG), the Russian Sovereign Investment Fund, Far East and Baikal Region
Development Fund (FEDF), and partners from Brazil and South Africa, SUN Gold said
in a statement.

The agreement was signed on the sidelines of the BRICS Summit in Goa to develop
the Kluchevskoye gold deposit located in the Chita region of Russia in Eastern
Siberia, the statement said.

MARCH 31–

Today, Russia opens up their market inside a gold backed economy. Tomorrow, Sberbank, in
Moscow, opens their services to Russia with their new CryptoRuble. This will be the first of
many countries to disconnect from the Swift system and enter into a digital gold backed
economic system.

Preferences are already being made toward gold backed stable coins to trade between
countries' banking systems. This is the first country to completely implement the new digital
asset backed financial system.

When other countries begin to witness the advantages of giving their people and government
more purchasing power, others will begin to follow the same path. In fact, it is already beginning
inside the digital asset backed system. Payment preferences for the Petro Yuan has just
recently replaced the Petro Dollar in Saudi Arabia for their oil. And, China is already well
advanced in the digital world.

It is no secret at this point that China and Russia are moving into a gold backed digital banking
system that will transform the Eastern and European countries of our world. Look for even more
countries to back their new crypto stable coins with gold. Watch for stellar and ripple to lead the
way in the unification of a digital global economy.
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This does not mean that their economies are going to take over the rest of the world. They are
just simply the first ones to step into a digital economy moving from a visionary phase and into
an international phase.

History is being written today and carved into the psyche of every living human being on Earth.
Our global economy is taking a new path led by a European country and an Asian country.

Shifts in a global consciousness such as these have the capacity to transform an entire world.
XLM and XRP will play an important role in bringing the world together when the dust falls.

Why is ripple so valuable? XRP gets its value from many factors. Here is the main one. Ripple
has the ability to work with any institution, and it has the ability to quickly and cost-effectively be
exchanged for any currency or asset around the world.

A new world reserve currency is underway and anyone can log onto their computer and
transact this new form of currency with the touch of a button.

The destiny of the human race has now returned to the people, and we will collectively be able
to participate in changing the world from the ground up. There is no stopping what has just
began today.

* Goldilocks

https://youtu.be/tmcdsH-p_yI

Russia Turns To Gold, Platinum, Diamonds and Rare Earths As Ruble Value Diminishes -
Russia Briefing News
https://www.russia-briefing.com/news/russia-turns-to-gold-platinum-diamonds-and-rare-earths-a
s-ruble-value-diminishes.html/

ZeroHedge (https://ift.tt/u0hO3BI)
Australia Slaps Russia With Alumina Export Ban, Catapults Aluminum Prices Higher
This won't end well for the production of aluminum.

MARCH 22–
Markets: Fed Chair Jerome Powell reminded everyone that “inflation is much too high” in a
speech yesterday. To bring down inflation, Powell said that going forward he’d consider hiking
interest rates by more than the quarter percentage increase announced during last week’s Fed
meeting. The recent drop in oil prices, meanwhile, seems short-lived.
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Ukraine: President Biden warned that Russia was “exploring options” for potentially launching a
cyberattack, and told businesses to go full Helm’s Deep on their cybersecurity defenses to limit
the damage. Officials said that they’ve detected some “preparatory activity” for an attack.

morningbrew.com/daily/r/?kid=8441692d

MARCH 24–

CNBC
(https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/24/blackrocks-larry-fink-who-oversees-10-trillion-says-russi
a-ukraine-war-is-ending-globalization.html)

BlackRock's Larry Fink, who oversees $10 trillion, says Russia-Ukraine war is ending
globalization

Larry Fink, CEO and chairman of the world’s biggest asset manager, BlackRock, said
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has upended the world order that had been in place since the
end of the Cold War.

“The Russian invasion of Ukraine has put an end to the globalization we have experienced
over the last three decades,” Fink said in his 2022 letter to shareholders. “It has left many
communities and people feeling isolated and looking inward. I believe this has exacerbated
the polarization and extremist behavior we are seeing across society today.”

Fink’s letter came a month into Russia’s invasion of Ukraine with Moscow’s forces
bombarding cities across the country and killing civilians unable to escape. The U.S. and its
allies have imposed unprecedented sanctions on Russia and provided military assistance to
Ukraine.

RT (https://www.rt.com/business/552644-us-goes-after-russian-gold/)
US goes after Russian gold
The US Treasury has announced a new round of sanctions on Russia, including a ban on gold
transactions

MARCH 25-
BlackRock's Fink says Russia-Ukraine crisis could accelerate digital currencies | Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/technology/blackrocks-fink-says-russia-ukraine-crisis-could-accelerate-
digital-currencies-2022-03-24/
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BlackRock Inc's chief executive, Larry Fink, said on Thursday that the Russia-Ukraine war could
end up accelerating digital currencies

MARCH 26–
https://www.nationandstate.com/2022/03/25/russian-central-bank-starts-buying-
gold/
NATION AND STATE
Russian Central Bank Starts Buying Gold

A day after Biden and his pals in Brussels discussed ways to stop Russia utilizing its
gold reserves to maintain some stability in an increasingly chaotic economy, the Bank
of Russia has just announced plans to begin buying gold from its banks at a fixed price.

MARCH 27-
ZeroHedge
(https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/how-wests-ban-russian-gold-could-ba
ckfire)
How The West's Ban On Russian Gold Could Backfire
“Any sanctions on Russia’s gold reserves would do little more than reveal the degree
to which government bureaucrats don’t understand gold.”

MARCH 28–
Here we go! You can expect the Domino's to begin to fall now. The global asset-backed
digital economy has o�cially turned the page onto a new chapter of a book presently being
written on the new financial system.

* Goldilocks

I don't think people realized what just happened over the past few days, so I'm going
to try to explain what I'm seeing:  The Russian central bank pegged 1 gram of gold to
5000 Rubles (currently, about 50 bucks).  At the same time, Putin made it so that
Russian gas and oil can only be purchased in Rubles.  Meaning: Putin basically just
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pegged Russian oil and gas to gold, using paper rubles as a proxy.  Meaning: Europe
will need to either buy Rubles from Putin in gold, in order to buy gas and oil, or they
will have to buy directly in gold. Which means, there will soon be a lot more demand
for rubles.  Currently, the forex rate for rubles to dollars is about 100:1.  But... with
5000 rubles now equaling 1 gram of gold, and oil being priced directly in gold - you're
going to see a massive price disruption in these FOREX markets, in terms of how much
gold a dollar can actually still buy.  Foreign countries holding our dollar debt notes in
reserve will see less of a use for them, and will want to start dumping them, in order to
get something more stable, something which holds its value.  Basically any currency
pegged to gold now will fit the bill. Which means those countries - countries like
Japan - will be dumping their dollar debt as fast as they can. They're are NOT going to
go down with the ship. And they will move into more stable currencies - like the Ruble.
Which will have a deflationary e�ect on the Ruble, making it more valuable over time.
Which means Putin will be able to re-peg the Ruble to Gold at whatever rate he wants,
down the line. It's 5000 rubles today. Tomorrow, it might be 500. And then 100. And
then 10.  This also means all those excess dollars being dumped by foreign nations are
about to come home and cause even worse hyperinflation than we're seeing.  Is it any
wonder Biden is up on stage pleading with Europeans for regime change in Russia?
He's about to have masses of angry and starving people marching through the streets
here at home, demanding answers.
https://gab.com/NeonRevolt/posts/108026435751497428

BRICS is an acronym for the powerful grouping of the world's leading emerging
market economies, namely Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. The BRICS
mechanism aims to promote peace, security, development and cooperation.

Look for the brics digital gold platform to go live any moment.

MARCH 29–
Folks, we are within 1-3 days of the BRICS Sun Gold platform going live.This
encompasses the following countries...
Brazil
Russia
India
China
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South Africa

These countries represent the emerging market economies. Once these eastern
countries have a gold backed digital platform, it changes everything in the banking
system.

Hal Turner Radio Show
(https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/it-s-o�cial-russi
a-central-bank-announced-ruble-bond-to-gold-5000-rubles-per-gram)
UPDATED 10:39 AM EDT -- It's O�cial!  Russia Central bank Announces Ruble
Bound to Gold!  5000 Rubles per Gram

The link below provides the preferences inside the new digital asset backed economy. Going
forward, you are going to hear a lot about Ripple and Stellar digital assets and how they
move the markets and the banks globally.

I am still waiting on the brics gold platform to go live. This platform will support the major
monetary systems of the East.

It is a move that has major implications to and for the rest of the world in leveling the
playing field under a gold asset back system. We are still just days away.

* Goldilocks

https://ambcrypto.com/xlm-or-xrp-decoding-latams-crypto-cross-border-remitta
nce-preference/

APRIL 1–

The Biden administration will release 1 million barrels of oil every day for the next six
months—not just because it enjoys the smell, but also to flood the market with supply and tamp
down spiking gas prices.

This release from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) is the biggest ever announced by
the US, and it underscores just how politically sensitive the issue of gas prices is for the Biden
administration.

How we got here:
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Oil prices were already on the rise before the war in Ukraine, but when Russia decided to
launch its invasion, a chunk of its energy supplies were shunned by many Western
governments—causing prices to go vertical.

The national average price for a gallon of gas has shot up from $2.87 last year to $4.23
currently.

What role do these reserves play?

The SPR was created in 1975 following another major shock to the US economy: the Arab oil
embargo. To ensure the US never had to suffer through shortages like that again, the
government amassed a huge stockpile of crude oil along the Gulf Coast for rainy days.

There have been quite a few of those recently. The US has tapped the SPR three times in the
last six months to support thirsty energy markets.

So will releasing the reserves work? Well, oil prices did tank 7% yesterday. But, in general, think
of it like chugging a 5-Hour Energy after pulling an all-nighter: It should help calm oil prices this
year, Goldman Sachs wrote, but don’t confuse it for a long-term solution to broader supply
constraints.—NF

https://link.morningbrew.com/click/27218631.2705177/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubW9ybmluZ2JyZXc
uY29tL2RhaWx5L3IvP2tpZD04NDQxNjkyZCZtaWQ9YzNhYzUxMzE3NTM5ZDA2ZTljZjQzMGN
lOWRjZWYxZTY/619ab8d0bdcbc72288478965B07b6ac85

APRIL  2 -
Gold-backed ruble could be a gamechanger

The Bank of Russia has resumed gold purchases this week, but more importantly, the regulator
is doing so at a fixed price of 5,000 rubles ($59) per 1 gram between March 28 and June 30,
raising the possibility of Russia returning to the gold standard for the first time in over a century.

If the country takes the next step, as has been proposed this week, to sell its commodities
priced in rubles, these combined moves could have huge implications for the ruble, the US
dollar, and the global economy.

Whiplash

Many gold platforms around the world are beginning to go live. This is essential to the recording
of those who buy and those who sell their commodities around the world. There is a very good
reason for this move.

OUR ECONOMY IS TRANSITIONING.
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* Goldilocks

APRIL 3–
Zimbabwe urged to follow closely how Russia seeks to adopt gold-backed currency - The
Zimbabwe Mail
https://www.thezimbabwemail.com/headlines/zimbabwe-urged-to-follow-closely-how-russia-seek
s-to-adopt-gold-backed-currency/

Sanctions Motivate Russia to Create Own Crypto Market Infrastructure, Finance Ministry
Says – Regulation Bitcoin News - CFX Magazine
https://cfxmagazine.com/sanctions-motivate-russia-to-create-own-crypto-market-infrastructure-fi
nance-ministry-says-regulation-bitcoin-news/

APRIL 4-
RUSSIA HOLDS A SHOCKING 12,000 TONNES OF GOLD: Russia And China Now Possess
A Jaw-Dropping 32,000 Tonnes Of Gold

It appears that Russia may already hold a massive 12,000 tonnes of gold, a much larger gold
hoard than the United States. That may explain the strength of the Russian ruble which has
shocked Western leaders and market watchers.

If we tie that together with China, which I reckon has at least 20,000 tonnes of undeclared gold,
then we are looking at the partnership between Russia and China effectively controlling gold.
And remember gold is money and it is nobody else’s liability. And if we look at what is going
on…to listen to Alasdair Macleod discuss the massive Russian and Chinese gold hoard as well
as the game-changing event in the gold market this week.

Rocky on Truth Social:
https://truthsocial.com/@rockymorningside

https://benjaminfulford.net/
The international alliance fighting to liberate humanity from the Satanic Khazarian mafia scored
a series of major victories in the past week. The biggest is a growing international boycott of
their fraudulent financial system. Russia, China, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America are
all joining this boycott.
Once the KM loses control of money, it is truly game over.
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APRIL  5-
https://www.freshplaza.com/article/9415996/iran-and-russia-to-start-trading-in-national-currencie
s/
Freshplaza
Iran and Russia to start trading in national currencies
Iran has announced that it is willing to trade with Russia in national currencies, citing already
existing deals and opportunities. Vice-Governor of Iranian Central Bank Mohsen Karimi has…

The formation of the BRICS Healthcare System Platforms are beginning to go live.

Brazil, Russia, India, China, and Saudi Arabia are forming an alliance that will influence the new
healthcare system going forward.

We are experiencing the beginning stages of a new global infrastructure in healthcare and in
business. The birth of a new global society is underway.

* Goldilocks

Look for the oil, gas, and gold industry to be attacked during this war.

It will be an attempt to slow down Russia's continuing march forward into a gold standard.

When the price is dropped, investors will rush in to drive the price up.

It will be a trigger moment for our economy to fully implement what can no longer be denied.

https://search4dinar.wordpress.com/2022/04/06/the-us-treasury-deals-a-blow-to-digital-currenci
es/
The US Treasury deals a blow to digital currencies
Arabic and international Economy News _ Baghdad The US Treasury has sanctioned a
cryptocurrency exchange operating in Moscow and St Petersburg, Russia, and
sanctioned a Russian market

It has become increasingly clear since the beginning of the war in Ukraine with Russia and
basically an entire world economy that this is basically a war on who governs the next financial
system.

In other words, the reset has began. As the war deepens, we are witnessing great divides
among countries with the understanding of how certain ones rely on each other.
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These divides have created new monetary pathways with a reliance on gold as a basis for their
means of exchange on some level.

The crypto space has recently came up with some guidelines today for the taxation of virtual
currencies, and they have been published to form new determinants in their use.

The crypto space as the new cross-border transactional ledger transfer methodology using
Stellar lumens between countries is finding its way in the midst of great chaos.

Keep your eyes on Project Genesis and how green bond initiatives through the crypto space will
be a new way of funding the new banking system virtually.

The next step will be to attach a fixed rate of gold onto each country's rainbow notes.

Keep your eyes on the first special drawing rights electric currency called Ripple. It is emerging
onto the scene as the gold backed virtual currency that will unify banks all over the world
whereby transaction speeds are just seconds away.

* Goldilocks

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/march-2022-crypto-enforcement-actions-roundup

https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/framework-investment-contract-analysis-digital-assets

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/news-room/press-releases/2022/pwc-cbdc-global-index-2022.html

https://youtu.be/CVgWn_nffLw

APRIL 9–
"Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems"

Here we go. Activation of the BRICS payment system will execute protocols 19 and 20 in the
digital asset backed financial system.

What does this mean?

We are about to go live under a full implementation of the QFS. Liquidity on all financial,
healthcare, and educational platforms are presently being  activated.

A new global infrastructure is underway.

* Goldilocks
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https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/

APRIL  10 –
There is a lot of talk recently by Russia about gold being used as a means of settlement in
payment structures for oil and natural gas.

Let that sink in today.
Yes.
Let that sink in today.

Folks, a reset into a new monetary structure whereby metals begin to support payment
structures is in process.

It looks like some funding for the private sector is coming into play. See article below. Are we
witnessing a self sustaining financial structure being implemented?

Iraq's budget oil price is being proposed as of last week at $75 for the budget meeting coming
up this week.

If Iraq's gold is used as a means of settlement in payment structures for oil and natural gas like
Russia, we will need a rate to go along with it. 😇

* Goldilocks

Al-Ghazi
“Partnership and integration in the implementation of vital projects between the public and
private sectors have greatly contributed to the consolidation of stability and societal peace, in
addition to providing additional job opportunities.”
He added, while chairing the meeting of the Coordination Committee between the Tamkeen
Fund and the relevant official institutions, that “the imprint of the initiative of the Central Bank of
Iraq and the Association of Iraqi Private Banks, in implementing many projects in Baghdad and
a number of provinces, achieved positive returns that were reflected in the reality of Iraqi
society, and met the country’s need.”

https://www.mawazin.net/Details.aspx?jimare=189819
Sanctions push BRICS states towards closer ties – Moscow

Ukraine-related Western sanctions are pushing BRICS countries into closer economic
cooperation at an accelerated pace, Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov said on Saturday
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during the first meeting of finance ministers and central bank governors of the BRICS countries,
chaired by China.

According to the finance minister, the “current crisis is man-made,” and the BRICS member
states – Russia, Brazil, India, China, and South Africa – “have all the necessary tools to mitigate
its consequences for their respective economies and the global economy on a broader scale.”

Siluanov says the current US dollar-based international financial system should be reformed to
ensure “independence and continuity of economic processes.”

MORE: https://www.rt.com/business/553614-sanctions-brics-states-russia/

Reuters
(https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/)
Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems
Russia, hit by Western sanctions, has called on the BRICS group of emerging economies to
extend the use of national currencies and integrate payment systems, the finance ministry said
on Saturday.

APRIL 16–
Russia Positions Itself To Move The Ruble To A Gold Standard - Russia Briefing News
https://www.russia-briefing.com/news/russia-positions-itself-to-move-the-ruble-to-a-gold-standar
d.html/

The movement of money has changed globally. There has been a significant increase in the use
of the Chinese Yuan and other foreign currencies around the world.

This is going a long way in leveling the playing field as many new treaty agreements have been
signed around the world to participate in trading venues that make profits more feasible.

This has left a gap in some areas of the global economy causing foreign currency reserves to
run low in obtaining the ability to buy imports from new countries.

Focus is turning towards currency adjustments at this point and the new values they bring to the
global community determined by new demands. Look for changes coming in the near term for
gold, crypto, and currencies.

Percentage of global reserves in U.S. dollars hit an all-time low at 58%
https://finbold.com/percentage-of-global-reserves-in-u-s-dollars-hit-an-all-time-low-at-58/
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https://www.ft.com/content/f18cf835-02a0-44ff-875f-7de7facba54e

APRIL 17–
The Central Bank of Russia has completed their pilot project on the Digital Ruble. The results
stated on this pilot project was that Russia was successful.

They are now capable of making payments on various virtual asset platforms within the private
sector, corporate level, and government.

The Crypto Ruble has an anchored asset in gold. This changes everything.

* Goldilocks

https://cointelegraph.com/news/russia-should-use-crypto-for-payments-with-africa-commerce-ex
ec-says

APRIL 18–
Here we go, the banks and markets are presently synchronizing themselves to move deeper
into the new digital asset backed economy. And now, we have movement taking place in the
digital world. Stellar is making itself available around the world for cross border transactions that
will send and receive money in seconds.

As we speak, smart contracts are being signed allowing these global connections to take place
between people and companies never seen before in history. The security measures taking
place is enormous along with new guidelines and procedures on how to process these new
transactions in a new global economy.

Stellar and Ripple have gone through incredible scrutiny to get where they are now. Stellar
(XLM) will clear transactions on a ledger through your banks using Ripple (XRP). Stellar is
grabbing a huge following around the world through “Project Genesis” that has to do with bonds
connected with the new green initiatives to clean up our environment. Trillions of dollars are
going into this project from countries all over the world.

Russia has just recently completed successfully their pilot project for the crypto ruble.  They will
now be capable of moving forward into the new digital economy. The Russian Ruble digital coin
is backed by gold. This new coin will move through people, banks, corporations, and
governments as a settlement payment backed by gold.
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Beginning this week, you should start to see movement in the digital world take shape. Each
crypto account has projects and connections to the financial world that allows them to create
value in this new global economy. It is going to level the playing field. Real values on each
crypto currency should begin to show up in the digital asset world. It will give authentic values to
money and the projects each represent. As these real values begin to form, it will effect the new
digital asset backed global economy as a whole until it filters down into the forex system. This
will allow all currencies here and abroad to find their place in this new economy under real
values.

* Goldilocks

GSI Exchange
(https://gsiexchange.com/we-are-in-the-beginning-stages-of-a-global-monetary-meltdown/?utm_
source=feedbolt&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dailynews&utm_content=blogpost)
We Are In The Beginning Stages Of A Global Monetary Meltdown

APRIL 21–
Today, the banking system published the following paper.

On April 7th, the FDIC gave the green light for banks to engage in digital asset transactions.

This is done with the stipulation that a report is given to the FDIC, so the said Bank will be able
to receive guidance from the FDIC on future transactions.

Although many Central Bank Digital Coins are still in the research phase, we are heading
toward pilot projects to begin surfacing all over the world at this point.

Russia has finished their pilot project and begins the implementation phase. China is finishing
up their pilot phase of this process and headed towards the implementation phase. Many other
countries are progressing towards the pilot phase at this point.

This process will enable Banks to engage in cross-border international trading that allows
foreign currency transactions to become possible within seconds of an exchange.

* Goldilocks

https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2022/fil22016.html
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We have talked in this room about the Indian Rupee being pegged to the Russian Ruble.

About a month ago, we saw this in an article that was posted in this room.

When this is implemented, look for the Russian Ruble to raise the value of the Rupee.

In order for this to work well, the Sovereign Gold Bonds will need to be activated. It will provide
the liquidity it takes for this to occur. By the way, this is on imminent status.

At this point, we will have the BRICS system capable of pegging their currencies to like
currencies supported by these Sovereign Gold Bonds.

Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa form the alliance we call the BRICS system.

A liquidity base will emerge to allow a domino effect for several Eastern countries to come on
board.

* Goldilocks

Countries around the world are regulating their cryptocurrencies at a different pace.

These virtual currencies are going through a research phase, a pilot phase, and an
implementation phase.

Once they are regulated and approved by each country's governing bodies, monetary policies or
guidelines allow these virtual currencies to move forward.

China and Russia are concluding their pilot phase and moving forward with a few other
countries into an implementation phase.

* Goldilocks

Did you know that most wars we encounter have something to do with a belief system or a
financial system? The Ukraine conflict is no different. I am not going to go into the details of the
geopolitical situation. Everyone is very aware of the issues.

Let's take a look at what is happening behind the scenes.

We currently have many countries shifting over to the CIPS system. "The Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) is an international organisation serving the procurement and
supply chain profession and it exists to help promote good practice in the industry."
https://www.michaelpage.co.uk › w...
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What's the value of a CIPS qualification? | Michael Page

Russia is currently asking other countries to move into a gold backed financial system and
Turkey is presently asking to be a part of the BRICS System. If this is successful, can you
imagine what would have to happen with the newly formed Bank Iraq has placed inside the
Turkish economy?

We have many countries tokenizing their gold supply. And now, companies are starting to get
involved in the game. The business side of the digital economy is one of the final phases and a
It is time to keep a close eye on the markets as they shift into high gear for their final
transformative evbig phase to move the global digital asset backed economy forward.

Many digital pilot projects have already began, and they are finalizing their final steps in this
new virtual asset global community.
ent.

* Goldilocks

APRIL 27–

RT (https://www.rt.com/russia/554546-russian-court-freezes-google-assets/)
Russian court freezes Google assets
A court in Moscow has ruled in favor of a Russian channel whose YouTube account was
blocked, freezing 500 million rubles of Google’s assets

APRIL  29-

Zawya
(https://www.zawya.com/en/special-coverage/russia-ukraine-crisis/kremlin-says-idea-to-peg-rou
ble-rate-to-gold-prices-is-being-discussed-in4k43jd)
Kremlin says idea to peg rouble rate to gold prices is being discussed
Russia has been looking for ways to respond to unprecedented western sanctions imposed
against Moscow

Twitter
(https://twitter.com/businessinsider/status/1519878611582476289?s=28&t=D059Zku65qv5MR8
3DUNhaA)
Business Insider
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China and Russia are working on homegrown alternatives to the SWIFT payment system.
Here's what they would mean for the US dollar. businessinsider.com/china-russia-a…

MAY 2
RT (https://www.rt.com/business/554818-banks-data-putin-unfriendly/)
Putin signs law on data sharing with ‘unfriendly’ states
President Putin has signed a law barring Russia’s banks from providing information on clients
and transactions to ‘unfriendly’ countries

Business Insider
(https://www.businessinsider.com/china-protection-overseas-assets-us-sanctions-russia-2022-5)
China is working to protect its overseas assets amid fears the US could impose
Russia-style sanctions, reports say
China has offered almost unwavering support for Vladimir Putin following the Russian invasion
of Ukraine earlier this year.

MAY 5–
Russian government bonds are beginning to show more activity during the night on the
Quantum Financial System platforms. We are still waiting for these bonds to go live.

These bonds will provide liquidity for their currency and virtual asset financial system. Russia is
on the precipice of going full circle as the first country to back their currency and digital assets
by gold.

The profound effect this will have on trading with other countries around the world is certain.
Each step in this process moves  other countries that trade with Russia deeper into the new
global economic system.

There are more government bonds yet to go live to complete this process. Stay tuned. There
will come a time when it will seem as though everything will happen overnight.

* Goldilocks
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GSI Exchange
(https://gsiexchange.com/russia-went-back-to-the-gold-standard-who-will-be-next/)
Russia Went Back To The Gold Standard. Who Will Be Next?
The most profound shift in the global monetary bedrock is happening as Russia goes back to
the gold standard. Will China be next? Read now!

MAY 6–
Russian ruble bounces back to become the world`s best-performing currency » American
University in Moscow
http://us-russia.org/3091-russian-ruble-bounces-back-to-become-the-worlds-best-performing-cur
rency.html

MAY 15–
Several gold platforms have been built on the QFS and presently going live for the country of
Russia.

These movements along with India's digital regulations being finalized last week are huge
events presently taking place.

Remember, Russia and India have pegged their currencies together. One is a gold backed
economy and the other possesses the Sovereign Gold Bonds.

Something is brewing in the East and will definitely affect the West.

* Goldilocks

MAY 16–
As I said earlier in the month, I am not looking for anything to begin to happen for the paper
currencies anytime this month. There is a slight possibility by the end of the month according to
banking sources outside of the ones I am consulting with overseas.

Just so you know, I am not hearing any information that would lead me to believe anything will
happen this week. What would move our timelines forward much quicker than anticipated would
be to see the dollar fall quickly.

Let's take a close look at some of the things that we have been told through the banking system
and some national lawyers who have published this info.
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Many Eastern Countries including the US are in process of finalizing regulations on stablecoins
that will allow the banking system to move forward with our paper currencies.

Once these stablecoins which represents a country's paper currency in digital banking format
are backed by a commodity just like we are seeing in Russia, we will notice valuations take
place as it has for Russia.

* Goldilocks

MAY 20–
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
China is in talks with Russia to buy oil for its strategic reserves

China's crude oil imports from Saudi Arabia soared 38% in April

OPEC+ has stopped using data from the International Energy Agency

China and Russia continue to focus on building independent trading networks...

Read:
https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1527669249694736384?s=21&t=Yt72A9MA8hczI1_pJ
Ads3g

MAY 21–
Germany, Italy Agree to Pay for Russian Gas in Rubles - Media

The two countries have allowed national companies to open ruble accounts with Russia’s
Gazprombank to comply with the new natural gas payment scheme. (Reuters)

The move comes after Poland, Bulgaria and recently Finland refused to accept Russia’s new
payment mechanism, resulting in flows of gas being halted.

Subscribe to RT

MAY 22–
BREAKING NEWS:
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SAUDI ARABIA HAS SIGNALLED IT WILL STAND BY RUSSIA AS A MEMBER OF THE
OPEC+

Read:
https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1528458865272098818?s=21&t=EhdsEZbd7u3wcJR9-
95a-A

MAY 25–
Reuters
(https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/)
Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems
Russia, hit by Western sanctions, has called on the BRICS group of emerging economies to
extend the use of national currencies and integrate payment systems, the finance ministry said
on Saturday.

MAY 26–

The reset in the digital economy has commenced. If you take a close look at your cryptos today,
you will notice them going to lower values.

As the digital economy moves into a level playing field, they will return on the other side with
real values based upon the assets that are backing them along with the demand for those coins
to be utilized in a digital banking asset backed economy.

On the other side of this digital transition, real values can be determined in currencies around
the world. At that time, the markets will do the same process as above.

Notice what is happening to the Russian Ruble, they are presently lowering the inflation rate
inside their economy. This will allow them to adjust currency values going forward based on a
new monetary system backed by gold.
* Goldilocks
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/26/russias-central-bank-cuts-key-interest-citing-decreased-stabili
ty-risks.html
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JUNE 5–
NDTV.com
(https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/for-the-first-brics-groups-is-expected-to-begin-expansion-say
s-chinese-foreign-ministry-3017921)
BRICS Group Expected To Expand Soon: China
The Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa (BRICS) grouping is expected to begin an
expansion process to include new developing country members, according to the Chinese
government

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/5/2022 8:42 PM]
[Forwarded from Cosmic Light Force]
[ Video ]
BRICS is announcing their new financial system!🚨👀🚨

They are publicly leaking out how the Treasury has taken over the Federal Reserve — this
happened in 2018 & it ended with the vatican raids in 2019-2020.

Is Treasury Slowly Taking Over the Federal Reserve?
https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-treasury-slowly-taking-over-the-federal-reserve-11587571884

Gold investors bet against Fed as war threatens paradigm shift
https://www.mining.com/web/gold-investors-bet-against-fed-as-war-threatens-paradigm-shift/

BRICS is setting up their new system publicly now. This is part of the new Quantitive
Financial System (QFS)
https://t.me/drue86/17112

Russia returns to Gold standard!!!
https://t.me/drue86/16531

THE DEATH BLOW TO THE CENTRAL BANKING SYSTEM WILL KILL THE DEEP STATE.
💀💀💀
https://t.me/drue86/7459

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/6/2022 10:32 AM]
Dubai is becoming a hotbed for cryptocurrency activity. Much of the research that has been
done on virtual assets are expected to be more defined by June 2022. For instance, the UAE is
in process of creating their own regulations regarding virtual assets.
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In the case of the UAE in the Middle East, they are forming a niche market capable of forming a
sovereign outlook to the way trade is done for them in the future.

This sounds something similar to what Russia and China are doing at the present time.

* Goldilocks

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/takeaways-world-blockchain-summit-podcast

Putin Holds Meeting Addressing Economic Situation in Russia

Points made by Russia’s president on the economy during a meeting Tuesday:

▪Putin said that the current inflation rate has been brought under control;

▪He also stated that the unemployment rate in May was the lowest in national history, but risks
in the labor market remain;

▪The president stressed that a number of industries, in particular ferrous metallurgy, signal risks
of significant decline;

▪The government has been instructed to help sectors of the economy overcome these
difficulties.

JUNE 7–
Russia Sanctions U.S. Treasury and Energy Secretaries, Defence and Media Executives |
World News | US News
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2022-06-06/russia-sanctions-u-s-treasury-and-ener
gy-secretaries-defence-and-media-bosses
Russia has imposed personal sanctions on 61 U.S. officials including Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen and Energy Secretary

JUNE 9–

In my Goldilocks room on Telegram, I gave you several articles this morning on the process of a
Global Currency Reset.
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Look for the price of gold to be reset against our currency. It is the very end of the game. You
don't have to look any further than Russia to see how they were able to deflate an inflated
economy by resetting the price of gold against the Rubles.

This came after a market collapse because of inflated prices. We talked about this last year in
terms of being downgraded prices on the market, reset to reflect new values, set forth in a new
economy.

In the meantime, my focus has shifted from last year in that I am trying to give you the steps
towards the new economy, more so, than the old one falling apart.

Together, we will discover a new world through collaborative efforts of many economists
explaining the process of where we are going as a world economy.

JUNE 21–
 Strangeness of the sanctions war.

1. March.  The Biden administration said that they intends to throw Russia out of the oil market
and deprive her of income.
2. June.  Reuters reports that Russia has become No. 1 in oil production and supplies to China,
surpassing Saudi Arabia.

JUNE 21–
Russia First of 209 Nations to Break from Cabal SWIFT System and Implement Gold Standard:

Mar 9 – Bretton Woods 3 – Russia “invading” Ukraine set off the chain of events to End the Fed
by crashing the existing monetary system and switching over to CBDC:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6326

Mar 10 – Basel III is a way to legally shut banks down for non- compliance:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6369

Russian Banks no longer subject to Basel III: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6367

Basel III Psy-Op: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6371

Mar 24 – even Blackrock admitted the “Russia-Ukraine war was ending globalization”:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6983

Mar 25 – “Russia has left the SWIFT banking system and has adopted a gold backed currency.”
= end of globalism and no digital-ID : https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7033
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Apr 11 – “Russia has defaulted on its foreign debt, CNN reports” :
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7679

Apr 14 – Russia, hit by Western sanctions, has called on the BRICS group of emerging
economies to extend the use of national currencies and integrate payment systems :
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7751

Apr 29 – Russia to Gold Standard: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/8525

GESARA = 1 done, and the rest to come! https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/8526

PICTURE RUSSIA JUNE 21

JUNE 22-
https://www.zawya.com/en/world/russia/putin-russia-is-rerouting-trade-to-brics-countries-chpqc
mb9
Russia is rerouting trade and oil to BRICS countries - Putin
In order to weather sanctions, Russia is trying to forge closer ties with Asia

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 7:58 AM]
We now have two monetary systems that have clearly made their moves this week. The
currency war has begun. At the end of this currency war, currency treaties will bring us what
we're looking for...

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 8:13 AM]
On June 22nd, 2022, Putin met with all countries interested in building an international currency
based upon the new gold backed BRICS(T) financial system. It will be the new International
Reserve Currency.

Today, they are continuing and finishing up these meetings with the expectation of a declaration
at the end of these meetings regarding this new coalition.

"The leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa will be focusing on the state of
affairs and prospects of multifaceted cooperation within the [group of] ‘five’ in the political,
economic, cultural and humanitarian areas. They are also expected to touch upon pressing
international and regional issues. The key agreements will be reflected in the summit’s final
declaration," the statement says.
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I am expecting an announcement today regarding their decision to move forward under a gold
standard.

Once this is in play, the status of the dollar as the World Reserve Currency will be officially
challenged on a global scale.

This is a day that will go down in history that will mark a turning point in the way Global Finances
are done.

* Goldilocks

https://tass.com/economy/1469823

https://tass.com/politics/1469907
Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 2:36 PM]
Here are a few highlights of today's events.

* Goldilocks

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. Russian Finance Ministry paid Eurobond coupon in rubles.

https://tass.com/economy/1470313

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. The Bank of Russia considers it fundamentally important to switch
to settlements in national currencies, primarily in rubles, the regulator's first deputy governor
said on Thursday.

https://tass.com/economy/1470507

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. Turkish bank Halkbank has begun servicing Mir cards, the Russian
payment system said on its website on Thursday.

https://tass.com/economy/1470489

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. The BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa) are deepening their cooperation on the entire agenda with the bloc’s authority growing
year by year, Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday at the BRICS summit held in a
videoconference format.

https://tass.com/economy/1470419

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 4:05 PM]
BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement
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What is BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA)?

CRA was established in 2015 during 7th BRICS summit in July 2015.

The Treaty for the establishment of BRICS CRA was signed at Fortaleza, Brazil in July 2014.

It is a framework that aims at providing support through additional liquidity and other means to
BRICS countries at a time of economic crisis.

It will be providing support to BRICS countries through liquidity and precautionary instruments in
response to actual or potential short-term balance of payments pressures.

The initial total committed resources of the CRA will be 100 billion dollars with individual
commitments as follows:

China ($41 billion),

India ($18 billion),

Brazil ($18 billion),

Russia ($18 billion) and

South Africa ($5 billion).

The CRA is generally seen as a competitor to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and along
with BRICS New Development Bank (NDB) is viewed as an example of increasing South-South
cooperation.

Both CRA and NDB were annoucned as part of BRICS Fortaleza Declaration announced during
6th BRICS summit held in  Fortaleza, Brazil in July 2014

https://www.ias4sure.com/wikiias/gs2/brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement/

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 9:51 AM]
"Under the new procedure of Eurobond payments, Russia will transfer the ruble equivalent of
the payment amount to the National Settlement Depository. Payments to bondholders will be
remitted at the ruble rate to the nominal currency set by the Bank of Russia for the payment
date. Holders of Russian Eurobonds have the right to convert ruble payments to any currency
and transfer them abroad, the Russian Finance Ministry said."

https://tass.com/economy/1470975
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What is a depository settlement?

Settlement Depository means NSD is able to perform transactions in the execution of liabilities
that allow the transfer of securities upon clearing of a trade.

In other words, the ability for the Russian Ruble to be traded internationally has just expanded.
This will allow other countries to hold a gold backed currency in their countries' net worth.

When other countries realize how much this enables stability on the economic front, it will cause
a new understanding of how important it is for them to do the same with their own currencies.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 3:01 PM]
The Russian Ruble has strengthened to pre-conflict levels. Putin has been very strategic and
purposeful.
1. He’s charging rubles for oil and gas sales, not dollars and euros, so other countries are using
his payment system.
2. Russia changed its policies toward cryptocurrency, and can now use it in foreign trade, and
as a means of paying.  Citizens of Russia have opened more than 12 million wallets, storing
more than 10 trillion cryptocurriences, such as RUB.
3. He got them off the swift system, away from the central banking system, and backed the ruble
with gold so it would have value, unlike the worthless US dollar. The deep state is very
dependent on the dollar. As the dollar falls,  so does the deep state.
4. He’s working with the Brics nations to develop the new gold backed system. More countries
are considering joining, getting off the old swift system.

Donna

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 3:04 PM]
[Forwarded from Sputnik1950s]
How President Putin successfully coped with the collapse of the Russian ruble  And how does
that affect the US dollar?

1. The main goal of the Ukrainian war  In addition to occupying Ukrainian territory to protect
against NATO threats.  is to organize a new world  The heart of which is the destruction of the
petrodollar system.  which is the foundation of global control of the United States and its allies.

2. The Petro-Dollar exists because the US controls OPEC, making the global purchase of oil
and energy cost the dollar.  Therefore, every country has to seek dollars to buy oil and energy.
Although the dollar does not have any backing securities.  Also known as Kong Tek money.

3. Russia, China, India and Iran have joined forces to trade in their respective currencies.  and
don't use dollars  Later, an agreement with OPEC was also extended.  causing a large amount
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of dollar consumption in the world to disappear  and has had an impact on the printing of the US
dollar that has been printed in the past.  Can't do as I like.
When the Ukrainian War  Saudi Arabia and OPEC took the opportunity to turn to alliances with
Russia and China, not raising oil production as the United States wanted.  Forcing the EU
countries to buy energy and oil from Russia in rubles.
This is the biggest reduction in the use of the dollar.. This is the destruction of the petrodollar
system.

4. To sustain the petrodollar, the FED must continue to raise interest rates at ever higher rates.
Hopefully there will be more dollar holdings.  which works in the short term  But a few days later
the dollar was sold again.  and affect the US stock market as well.

Because dollar holders see that the interest earned is less than the impairment.  or the
depreciation of the dollar."

So sell the dollar  Finally had to raise interest rates again.  This is a vicious circle.  that is
destroying the petro dollar
The situation since now is quite clear that  The petrodollar system is being destroyed.

Soon it will be absolutely complete.
While the new world order is moving forward firmly

On Friday, March 11, when Russia disconnected from SWIFT and pushed its currency backed
by gold, the petrodollar plunged and triggered a massive market collapse by Monday, March 14.
past that

GDVWBNPSIXYW6UPOXK5IBIAN6RULSSZ3IT425SUEHJ6YTFF5OQD5BQUP

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/25/2022 4:49 PM]
Russia Is Spiraling Toward Historic Default As Payment Looms
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/bonds/russia-historic-default-debt-payment-war-sancti
ons-ukraine-finance-banks-2022-6

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/26/2022 11:45 AM]
[Forwarded from ✨Quantum Stellar Initiative✨ ( ༒☬ 𝓟𝓪𝓽𝓻𝓲𝓸𝓽𝓠𝓪𝓴𝓮𝓼 ☬༒  (🦅🍰))]
LET’S GO ❤🐻❤

“Russia Is Hours Away From Its First Foreign Default in a Century”

🍿Sanctions have blocked payments to holders of Russian debt
🍿Russia says it’s not a default because it has enough funds
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After months of teetering on the edge of default, Russia is now just hours away from a dramatic
moment in the financial battle that the US and others have waged against the Kremlin over its
invasion of Ukraine

🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
A grace period on about $100 million of missed bond payments -- blocked because of
wide-ranging sanctions -- ends on Sunday night. There won’t be an official declaration, and
Russia is already disputing the designation, but if investors don’t have their money by the
deadline, there will be an “event of default” on Monday morning, according to the bond
documents
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-26/russia-is-hours-away-from-its-first-foreign-
default-in-a-century

Join us:
@QuantumStellarInitiative
@QuantumStellarInitiativeChat
Lobstr ✅ QSI.xmint.io
http://www.QSIResources.com (http://www.qsiresources.com/)
https://youtube.com/channel/UChCxSaSZyyvFnMINo3sUQtQ

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/27/2022 9:29 AM]
[Forwarded from Dee Grose]
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-time-bolshevik-revolution-
amid-western-sanctions

JUNE 27–
⚡Iran and Argentina applied to join the BRICS — M. Zakharova.

JUNE 28-
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-28-putin-brics-new-global-reserve-currency-dollar.html

NaturalNews.com
(https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-28-putin-brics-new-global-reserve-currency-dollar.html)
Putin says BRICS countries are establishing new global reserve currency to replace U.S. dollar
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) are all working together right now to
establish a new global reserve currency,

JULY 2 –
Germany is joining BRICS. They are beginning to really stack up folks.
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* Goldilocks
JULY 3–

"According to the Fitch report, the number of countries in the list of countries that are in default
or whose bond yields in the financial markets indicate that this has happened is 17, which is a
record level."

"These countries are Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Zambia, Lebanon, Tunisia, Ghana, Ethiopia, Ukraine,
Tajikistan, El Salvador, Suriname, Ecuador, Belize, Argentina, Russia, Belarus and Venezuela."

Is it just me, or does anyone else notice that most of these countries are in process of applying
for the BRICS Financial System?   😉

* Goldilocks

https://search4dinar.wordpress.com/2022/07/03/17-countries-will-default-on-debts-russia-and-ar
ab-countries/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/4/2022 9:27 PM]
The Biden Factor: Saudi Arabia Is in Discussions to Join the BRICS Coalition with China and
Russia and Move Away from US with Potentially Explosive Consequences
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/biden-factor-saudi-arabia-discussions-join-brics-coa
lition-china-russia-move-away-us-potentially-explosive-consequences/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/6/2022 1:41 PM]
I could not find an article on this information, but I did receive some Intel today on DLTs from a
banking contact.

The EU or European Union has moved from their pilot program and given directives through
logistical training on Distributed Ledger Technology.

"Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a digital system for recording the transaction of assets in
which the transactions and their details are recorded in multiple places at the same time. Unlike
traditional databases, distributed ledgers have no central data store or administration
functionality."

This is another step towards cross border international trading done on a ledger technology
apart from the blockchain.

We now have the European Union and the United States along with Russia and China forming
Ledger technology that will allow cross border transactions to take place from the East to the
West.
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* Goldilocks

https://www.techtarget.com › distrib...

distributed ledger technology (DLT) - TechTarget

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/10/2022 8:22 AM]
The Russians are now actively trading cryptocurrencies on foreign exchanges.

"A few months after Russia’s top lender Sberbank received the trade Digital Financial Assets
(DFAs) license, the firm’s subsidiary SberFactoring completed its first DFA transaction worth
around 1 billion rubles ($16 million)."

So there you have it, Russia has completed the first digital asset transaction. As they populate
smart contracts on digital ledger transfer computer systems to other countries, a whole New
World of banking has just began.

* Goldilocks

https://watcher.guru/news/russias-sberbank-completes-first-digital-asset-transaction

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/12/2022 7:28 PM]
https://gsiexchange.com/brics-currencies-are-challenging-the-u-s-dollar-for-cross-border-payme
nts/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/15/2022 7:20 AM]
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/russia-ukraine-oil-gas-energy-supplies-b2122896.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/15/2022 11:56 AM]
[Forwarded from WhipLash347]
[ Photo ]
https://watcher.guru/news/russia-president-putin-signs-law-banning-crypto-payments

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/15/2022 12:08 PM]
The move from the Petro Dollar to a Gold Standard digital banking system is closer each day.

Saudi Arabia's move from the Petro Dollar to the Crypto Yuan as payment for oil is a shift in
global monetary power.

The BRICS monetary system is backed well by gold.

* Goldilocks

"BRICS expects Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Turkey to join group soon – Middle East Monitor"
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https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220714-brics-expects-egypt-saudi-arabia-and-turkey-to-jo
in-group-soon/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 8:03 AM]
Nigeria Not Against Joining BRICS, It Is Possible In Future - Ambassador In Moscow -
UrduPoint
https://www.urdupoint.com/en/world/nigeria-not-against-joining-brics-it-is-poss-1537762.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 8:56 AM]
My friend Dee contacted one of our Middle Eastern Banking contacts from the CBI last night to
confirm the article information about Iraq moving into the WTO.

The answer was YES.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 9:20 AM]
[Forwarded from Intel Slava Z]
 A trilateral summit of the leaders of Iran, Russia and Turkey will take place today.

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 9:22 AM]
☝BRICS

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/21/2022 10:38 AM]
https://en.irna.ir/news/84825899/Iran-Russia-bid-to-wipe-dollar-off-their-trades

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/23/2022 8:16 AM]
Ukraine and Russia make it grain. Ukraine and Russia signed an agreement yesterday that
would allow Ukrainian grain exports to start flowing again through the Black Sea—a major
diplomatic breakthrough that could help lower-income countries avoid a hunger crisis. Right
now, about 20 million metric tons of grain have piled up at Black Sea ports due to a Russian
blockade. But with that blockade lifted, 5 million could get shipped out per month, about
equivalent to prewar levels. “Today, there is a beacon on the Black Sea,” UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres said.

The Morning Brew

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/23/2022 8:25 AM]
U.S. Treasury gives green light to Russian default insurance payouts | Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-treasury-authorizes-certain-russia-related-wind-down-deriv
ative-transactions-2022-07-22/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/23/2022 10:44 PM]
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-and-china-officially-announce-new-global-reserve-c
urrency

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/24/2022 8:45 AM]
Iran launches Rial-Ruble trading at Iran Currency Exchange
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2022/07/23/686103/Iran-Currency-Exchange-Rial-Ruble-Russia-tra
de-

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/27/2022 2:17 AM]
Iran, Russia to start trading in national currencies, dropping US dollar – Middle East Monitor
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220726-iran-russia-to-start-trading-in-national-currencies-
dropping-us-dollar/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/27/2022 5:23 PM]
Iran will soon start accepting payments made with Russia's Mir bank cards, a top official was
quoted by Russia's RIA news agency as saying, making it the latest country to adopt the
Russian-made alternative to Visa and MasterCard, Reuters reports.

"I think this payment system will be activated in Iran soon," RIA quoted Iranian Deputy Foreign
Minister for Economic Diplomacy, Medhi Safari, as saying on Wednesday.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220727-iran-to-start-accepting-russian-mir-payment-card
s-soon-official/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/30/2022 8:50 AM]
https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/475173/Iran-Russia-take-major-step-for-de-dollarizing-mutua
l-trade

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/31/2022 10:44 PM]
It is an East versus West matchup. Gold versus Fiat. As the dollar struggles to hold on to old
allies, gold is gaining traction through a new Brics monetary system.

Both Eastern and Western  platforms are rolling out this month the best they have to offer.

Plans are being executed. May the best monetary policies win.

* Goldilocks

New BRICS Currency Vs USD - A1 Trading Company
https://a1trading.com/new-brics-currency-vs-usd/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/2/2022 3:54 PM]
https://bioclandestine.substack.com/p/russia-supports-the-prc-and-reveals
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Goldilocks 🧂, [8/2/2022 4:54 PM]
"The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced an arrangement for domestic traders to settle
imports and exports in rupees, a move experts said is aimed at facilitating trade with
sanctions-hit Russia."

Here we go. The BRICS Financial System of the Eastern Nations are about to be activated.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is allowing Global Trade Settlements in Rupees.

Watch their sovereign gold bonds closer now. Their SGB are the bridge from gold to paper
money through the digital economy.

You and I hold many of these currencies.

* Goldilocks

http://infobrics.org/post/36274/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/6/2022 12:39 PM]
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-06/turkish-banks-are-adopting-russian-paym
ents-system-erdogan-says

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/6/2022 8:10 PM]
Russian Payment System. Bank of Russia
http://en.reingex.com/Russian-Payment-System.asp

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/7/2022 12:38 PM]
https://ift.tt/9uNIL2F

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/8/2022 12:58 PM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
Turkey offers a warehouse and bridge for metals trade to Russia…

This comes after 5 of Turkey's banks adopted Russia's payment system and the country said it
would look to ditch the dollar for Russian energy.

Very clear signal now.

https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1556660104459698176?s=21&t=32i0jl1cpUsHbyEK4T
yuTQ

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/9/2022 7:42 AM]
"By the end of September, the use of cryptocurrencies and smart contracts will be widely used
in foreign trade with target countries."
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"A smart contract is a computer program or a transaction protocol that is intended to
automatically execute, control or document legally relevant events and actions according to the
terms of a contract or an agreement." Wikipedia

The above information will involve new rates determined by real values. At that time, some of
these new stablecoins that represent currencies in various countries will be functional in the new
digital economy.

And so it begins.

* Goldilocks

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/iran-makes-first-import-order-100916265.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/14/2022 12:23 PM]
What this article does not share with you is that some countries will begin this process in 2022.

Many countries will be rolling out their Central Bank Digital Coins between now and 2024.

It is a little bit early to share this information, but you might want to begin looking for
International Treaties at this point that will allow us to begin this process.

It is a process. Stay with me. Dinarland's currencies will be moving through this implementation
phase earlier than most.

* Goldilocks

https://blockchain.news/news/russias-central-bank-plans-to-launch-its-cbdc-digital-ruble-across-
all-banks-in-2024

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/15/2022 12:02 PM]
[Forwarded from The General]
Vladimir Putin: Russia Values Strong Ties with Countries in Latin America, Asia, Africa.

New alliances will be made.

@GeneralMCNews

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/15/2022 10:39 PM]
[Forwarded from Gipper's Reader]
Turkey is openly boasting of a boom in trade with Russia. Transport Minister Adil Karaismailoglu
took to Twitter to celebrate a 58% surge in vehicle trade with Russia in the first four months of
the year as evidence of Turkey’s growing logistical strength.
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That’s just one example
(https://link.mail.bloombergbusiness.com/click/28733854.13609/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmxvb21i
ZXJnLmNvbS9uZXdzL2FydGljbGVzLzIwMjItMDgtMTIvdHVya2V5LWJvYXN0cy1vZi1ydXNzaW
EtdHJhZGUtYm9vbS1kZWZ5aW5nLXB1c2gtZm9yLXNhbmN0aW9ucz9jbXBpZD1CQkQwODE
1MjJfTUlERUFTVCZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fd
GVybT0yMjA4MTUmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW1pZGRsZWVhc3Q/58e3dddad9cb94725b8b458
0B79ed0a79) of a broader spurt in Turkish exports to Russia that hit an eight-year high of $2.91
billion in the first half.

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/17/2022 1:43 PM]
China and Russia step up bid to challenge U.S. dollar's dominance - Nikkei Asia
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Markets/Currencies/China-and-Russia-step-up-bid-to-challenge
-U.S.-dollar-s-dominance

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/19/2022 12:29 PM]
[Forwarded from Disclose.tv]
JUST IN - Russia's Gazprom to halt gas deliveries via Nord Stream 1 to Germany for 3 days
once again, citing "maintenance" reasons.

@disclosetv

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 12:51 PM]
Russia and China Strengthen Partnership Amid Ukrainian Crisis | News | teleSUR English
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Russia-and-China-Strengthen-Partnership-Amid-Ukrainian-
Crisis-20220820-0010.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 2:42 PM]
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20220816a.htm

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 6:17 PM]
https://www.kitco.com/news/2022-08-17/Russia-is-looking-into-its-own-gold-standard-after-LBM
A-ban.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/22/2022 10:11 PM]
https://gsiexchange.com/russia-proposes-its-own-international-standard-for-precious-metals/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/24/2022 1:08 PM]
https://cutt.ly/xXHSuRo

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/26/2022 8:19 AM]
BRICS President Purnina Anand said Russia and India no longer need the US dollar.
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The two countries have "successfully established a mechanism for mutual settlements in rubles
and rupees."

Below are article links that leads to several other article links to describe the above.

* Goldilocks

https://article.wn.com/view-travelagents/2022/08/25/Russia_and_India_no_longer_need_US_do
llar_BRICS_president/

https://www.rt.com/business/561513-russia-india-dont-need-dollar/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/28/2022 8:02 AM]

Putin orders benefit payments for people arriving in Russia from Ukraine | Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/putin-orders-benefit-payments-people-arriving-russia-ukra
ine-2022-08-27/

MOSCOW, August 29. /TASS/. Russian President Vladimir Putin expressed satisfaction with
development of bilateral ties between Russia and countries of the Asia-Pacific Region and
cooperation with the Eurasian Economic Union, the Shanghai Cooperation Agreement, BRICS,
APEC and ASEAN.

"We are glad to note that direct bilateral cooperation with Asia-Pacific nations as well as their
cooperation within the framework of such influential associations as the Eurasian Economic
Community, the SCO, BRICS, APEC, and ASEAN is growing stronger and gaining momentum.

https://tass.com/economy/1499529

TASS (https://tass.com/economy/1499529)
Russia’s cooperation with Asia-Pacific Region becoming stronger — Putin
It is reported that the 7th Eastern Economic Forum will be held in Vladivostok on September 5-8

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/3/2022 12:27 PM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
BREAKING NEWS

THE PRIME MINISTER OF SWEDEN IS WARNING THAT RUSSIA’S DECISION TO HALT
GAS DELIVERIES TO EUROPE COULD PLACE ITS FINANCIAL SYSTEM UNDER SEVERE
STRAIN
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Here we go…

Read:
https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1566092213029056512?s=46&t=CnP5qv4PlGFuqXr7
OUwBJw

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/5/2022 11:57 AM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
So if Russia retaliates by refusing to export oil to G7 countries because of price cap…

What will be the genius plan then?

Read:
https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1566797339502989322?s=46&t=2kO2x_aq-EwP56tHZ
EYpAg

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/5/2022 6:04 PM]
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/russia-legalize-use-cryptocurrency-international-trade-report
The Bank of Russia and the Ministry of Finance have reportedly agreed to move toward
approving the use of cryptocurrency payments

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/5/2022 6:20 PM]
"Russian Ministry of Finance Announces Cryptocurrency Cross-Border Payments May Be
Imminent."

"On September 5th, Russian Deputy Finance Minister Alexei Moiseyev said in an interview with
Russia 24 TV channel that the Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Russia have reconsidered
their approach to cryptocurrencies and believe that In the near future it will be necessary to
legalize cross-border settlement of these currencies."

We now have India, Russia, and China coming out saying they are preparing for Cross Border
International trading.

This is 3 of 5 BRICS Nations telling us they are ready to roll out their new digital banking
system.

Do you see what's happening?

© Goldilocks
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https://www.kitco.com/news/2022-09-05/Russia-to-allow-crypto-for-cross-border-payments-while
-China-expands-smart-contracts-on-its-e-CNY.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/6/2022 9:13 AM]
"Cross Border Crypto Settlements Get Green Signal From Bank Of Russia"

Yes, they are going International with a new global digital asset backed banking system.

They will be working with their Financial Ministry in providing their digital settlements.

A finance minister is an executive or cabinet position in charge of one or more of government
finances such we have in the US Treasury.

And Russia, being inside a gold standard. Their new digital economy has just brought the gold
standard oto the innternational stage.

https://bitcoinist.com/cross-border-crypto-settlements-from-bank-russia/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/6/2022 11:03 AM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
BREAKING NEWS

RUSSIA'S GAZPROM HAS SIGNED AN AGREEMENT TO START SWITCHING PAYMENTS
FOR GAS SUPPLIES TO CHINA TO YUAN AND RUBLES INSTEAD OF DOLLARS

Everyone is paying attention now.

Read:
https://twitter.com/goldtelegraph_/status/1567163462744252416?s=46&t=a0skSYRXJ02FonEE
JY01EQ

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/7/2022 10:09 AM]
Russia is working with several countries, of which they will not name, in building payment
platforms across borders.

Stablecoins are a Hot Topic these days, and their use in the new digital banking system is only
going to grow.

It is an indication of how far we are into this process. When you get to the level of discussing
point of sale receipts (stablecoins) between the seller and the buyer thru a Digital Ledger
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Transmission mechanism that records these transactions, you're well on your way towards an
implementation process of a new global banking system.

© Goldilocks

Russia Working on Platforms for Stablecoins Cross-Border
https://watcher.guru/news/russia-working-on-platforms-for-stablecoins-cross-border

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/10/2022 9:26 PM]
"One of Russia’s top banks, VTB has become the first lender in the country to launch money
transfers to China in yuan, sidestepping the Western-controlled global financial messaging
system SWIFT."

“The new reality is leading to a massive abandoning of the use of the US dollar and the euro in
international payments.”

https://www.rt.com/business/562303-russia-china-yuan-swift/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/13/2022 6:50 PM]
https://gsiexchange.com/financial-war-russia-and-china-vs-u-s-and-nato/
The financial war between Russia and China on one side, and America and her NATO allies on
the other has escalated rapidly. Click to read!

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/15/2022 1:58 PM]
[Forwarded from Gipper's Reader]
https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/biden-admin-to-impose-more-sanctions-on-china-after-sa
nctions-on-russia-backfired/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/15/2022 2:21 PM]
https://youtu.be/5cBSDOp7cOs
Xi to Putin: China will work with Russia to "inject stability into a turbulent world"
Chinese President Xi Jinping told his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin on Thursday that
China was willing to work with

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/16/2022 8:28 AM]
Russia's shift toward so-called "friendly" countries and currencies has pushed Moscow to
embrace China's yuan while trade between the two nations grows. Both China and Russia have
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mutually sought for years
(https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/currencies/russia-companies-government-issuing-bo
nds-chinese-yuan-dollar-sanctions-2022-9) to find an alternative transaction vehicle to
circumvent SWIFT, and the Kremlin's Gazprom has already started accepting payments for gas
in both rubles and yuan.

https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-rosneft-completes-a-bond-sale-in-yuan-ruble-currencies
-2022-9

Turkey is set to sign a deal promising that it will pay for 25% of its Russian natural gas imports
in roubles, President Vladimir Putin said on Friday.

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/commodities/putin-russia-turkey-natural-gas-rouble-d
ollar-western-sanctions-unfriendly-2022-9

Update!

X22 Report

16th
Washington D.C., Sept. 9, 2022 —
The Securities and Exchange Commission today announced plans to add an Office of Crypto
Assets and an Office of Industrial Applications and Services to the Division of Corporation
Finance's Disclosure Review Program (DRP).

Moving forward. It's all about The International Payment System and the integration of
gold into the digital economy.

"Enhancing Basel III standards a priority for federal agencies"

The FDIC and OCC have began the process of implementation on Capital requirements for
banks.

"The OCC, an independent branch of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, charters, regulates,
and supervises all national banks and federal savings associations as well as federal branches
and agencies of foreign banks. The OCC carries out its mission by."

https://www.occ.treas.gov/about/index-about.html#:~:text=The%20OCC%2C%20an%20indepen
dent%20branch,carries%20out%20its%20mission%20by
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"The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is one of two agencies that supply deposit
insurance to depositors in American depository institutions, the other being the National Credit
Union Administration, which regulates and insures credit unions." Wikipedia

Basel 3 requirements for the big Banks are presently being required and pushed to meet their
obligations inside a stressful economy that is transitioning into a new Global Financial System.

The Basel III accord is designed to mitigate risk within the banking sector by requiring them to
maintain leverage ratios and keep reserve capital (reserved assets can be items such as foreign
currency or gold) on hand.

These two agencies are currently developing a proposed rule to get these requirements out and
into the public as soon as possible.

© Goldilocks

https://buckleyfirm.com/blog/2022-09-14/enhancing-basel-iii-standards-priority-federal-agencies

https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2022/pr22065.html

www.fdic.gov (https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2022/pr22065.html)

17th
Yes, the Old Financial System is going away forever. The New Gold Backed Digital Economy
known as the Quantum Financial System is about to emerge.

Watch the markets closely. As one financial system falls apart a new one will be rising at the
same time.

Gold will back the new global digital system.

Watch The BRICS System.

19
The QFS is presently in process of securing and tightening up payment protocols.

There are going to be several twists and turns here at the end of the old Financial System.

Think of it as the Global Kentucky Derby currency race to the finish line. The winner takes all.

Just so you know, my money is on Gold.
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